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Abstract 
This paper presents the development of a new prismatic solid–shell finite element, denoted SHB6, obtained using a purely three-
dimensional approach. This element has six nodes with displacements as the only degrees of freedom, and only requires two integration 
points distributed along a preferential direction, designated as the “thickness”. Although geometrically three-dimensional, this element 
can be conveniently used to model thin structures while taking into account the various phenomena occurring across the thickness. A 
reduced integration scheme and specific projections of the strains are introduced, based on the assumed-strain method, in order to im-
prove performance and to eliminate most locking effects. It is first shown that the adopted in-plane reduced integration does not generate 
“hourglass” modes, but the resulting SHB6 element exhibits some shear and thickness-type locking. This is common in linear triangular 
elements, in which the strain is constant. The paper details the formulation of this element and illustrates its capabilities through a set of 
various benchmark problems commonly used in the literature. In particular, it is shown that this new element plays a useful role as a 
complement to the SHB8PS hexahedral element, which enables one to mesh arbitrary geometries. Examples using both SHB6 and 
SHB8PS elements demonstrate the advantage of mixing these two solid–shell elements.  
Keywords: Assumed-strain solid–shell SHB6; Benchmark problems; Buckling; Hourglass; Shear and thickness locking; Six-node prism  
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1. Introduction 
Accuracy and efficiency are the main attributes expected in
computer simulations based on the finite element method. 
Indeed, the ever-growing reliance on commercial software 
packages to solve actual engineering problems has become 
widespread and is a universally acknowledged necessity in 
many sectors of the industry. In practical engineering situa-
tions, shell structures are found in a wide range of applications, 
making the accurate analysis of complex shell structures a 
matter of primary concern to engineers and designers. This 
issue is even more crucial when structures, in which thin 
structural zones and thicker three-dimensional parts simulta-
neously coexist, need to be discretized for finite element (FE) 
analyses. For more than three decades, considerable progress 
has been made in the development of fast and reliable shell 
elements for such structural applications. Numerous efficient 
plate and shell elements have been developed based on mixed 
formulations or shear projection techniques in order to avoid 
locking problems. For this purpose, two approaches have been 
mainly used to formulate shell theories, which range from the 
degenerated three-dimensional concept originated by Ahmad 
[1], and subsequently adopted by Hughes and Liu [2], to the 
more classical shell descriptions (see, e.g., Bathe and Dvorkin 
[3, 4], Simo et al. [5], Cheung and Chen [6], Onate and Castro 
[7], Wriggers and Gruttmann [8], Ayad et al. [9], Chapelle and 
Bathe [10], Zeng and Combescure [11]). However, the plane-
stress assumptions, which are the most commonly adopted in 
these formulations, require special treatment for the integra-
tion of the constitutive equations and represent one of the ma-
jor drawbacks of shell derivations. When these assumed sim-
plifications are not acceptable, or if advanced constitutive 
behavior models need to be implemented in a fully three-
dimensional manner, more sophisticated shell theories that 
take thickness changes into account have to be developed. 
Shell formulations of this kind, accounting for through-the-
thickness stretching have been proposed by Parish [12], 
Buechter et al. [13], Betsch et al. [14], Bischoff and Ramm 
[15], Brank et al. [16], and Cardoso and Yoon [17]. Another 
difficulty with shell elements, besides their more complex and 
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elaborate formulation, is the need for a special treatment of the 
rotational degrees of freedom when dealing with large rota-
tions. In addition, connecting shell elements with three-
dimensional solid elements is another intricacy that requires 
kinematic assumptions at the interface resulting in excessively 
stiff behavior. 
For the above-mentioned reasons, and because most real-
life structures contain both three-dimensional and structural 
zones, continuum-based elements are desirable for a wide 
range of applications. Elements that behave well in both con-
tinuum and structural problems would considerably simplify 
the modeling of such structures and avoid arbitrary definitions 
of separation zones (e.g., continuum/structural) as well as the 
intricacies of connecting different types of elements (e.g., 
shell/continuum). Furthermore, continuum-based elements 
have many other advantages: the avoidance of complex shell-
type kinematics, the use of general three-dimensional constitu-
tive models, direct calculation of thickness (strain) variations, 
easy treatment of large rotations along with simple updating of 
configurations, straightforward connections with three-
dimensional elements because displacements are the only 
degrees of freedom, and natural contact conditions on both 
sides of the structure. However, classical low-order solid ele-
ments are known to exhibit locking effects in thin structure 
applications and bending-dominated problems. Due to effi-
ciency requirements, as well as compatibility with contact 
algorithms, remedies to these locking effects should be found 
while maintaining low-order interpolation procedures, and 
preferably with reduced integration rules. In this regard, con-
siderable attention has been focused on the idea of modifying 
three-dimensional elements so that they are able to accurately 
reproduce the behavior of thin shell structures. The pioneering 
authors dealing with thin structure modeling by means of 
three-dimensional elements without rotational degrees of free-
dom include Graf et al. [18], Xu and Cai [19], Sze and Ghali 
[20], Kim and Lee [21], and Buragohain and Ravichandran 
[22]. 
More recently, the solid–shell finite element concept has 
emerged as an interesting way to combine the advantages of 
both solid and shell elements. Since they are intended to com-
pete with shell elements, solid–shell elements are expected to 
have two key features: they contain only displacements as 
degrees of freedom, and they are able to reproduce the behav-
ior of thin structures by means of a single layer of elements 
through the thickness. In the last decade, several examples of 
such formulations have been proposed, and can be found in 
Domissy [23], Cho et al. [24], Hauptmann and Schweizerhof 
[25], Lemosse [26], Sze and Yao [27], Hauptmann et al. [28], 
Sze and Chan [29], Abed-Meraim and Combescure [30, 31], 
Legay and Combescure [32], Vu-Quoc and Tan [33], Sze et al. 
[34], Chen and Wu [35], Kim et al. [36], Alves de Sousa et al. 
[37–39], and Reese [40]. It should be noted that most of the 
methods developed earlier were based on the enhanced as-
sumed strain method proposed by Simo and co-workers (Simo 
and Rifai [41], Simo and Armero [42], Simo et al. [43]), and 
consisted of either the use of a conventional integration 
scheme with appropriate control of all locking phenomena or 
the application of a reduced integration technique with associ-
ated hourglass control. Both approaches have been extensively 
investigated and evaluated in various structural applications, 
as reported in the works of Dvorkin and Bathe [44], Be-
lytschko and Bindeman [45], Zhu and Cescotto [46], Wriggers 
and Reese [47], Klinkel and Wagner [48], Klinkel et al. [49], 
Wall et al. [50], Reese et al. [51], and Puso [52]. 
On the other hand, this successful development of hexahe-
dral solid–shell elements has made the existence of prismatic 
solid–shell elements desirable in order to mesh arbitrary struc-
tures easily and automatically. Indeed, to be able to mesh arbi-
trarily-shaped geometries, and with the advent of free mesh 
generation tools that do not only generate hexahedrons, the 
development of triangular-based solid–shell three-dimensional 
elements is necessary. This represents the main motivation of 
the present work, in which a new prismatic solid–shell ele-
ment, denoted SHB6, is developed. This element is formu-
lated following a scheme similar to that used for the recently 
developed hexahedral solid–shell element, denoted SHB8PS, 
and based on a purely three-dimensional approach [31, 32]. 
Recall that in order to improve the efficiency of this element 
and to alleviate some shear and thickness locking phenomena, 
the reduced integration technique was used. This method con-
sists of using fewer integration points than required for a com-
plete integration scheme in calculating the element stiffness 
matrix. This reduced integration technique was described, for 
example, in Zienkiewicz et al. [53], Pawsey and Clough [54], 
Hughes et al. [55], and Flanagan and Belytschko [56], among 
many others. However, this method is known to produce un-
stable elements characterized by the presence of zero-energy 
modes, also known as “hourglass” patterns. An effective and 
physical stabilization technique, following the approach of 
Belytschko and Bindeman [45], was used for the SHB8PS 
element in order to eliminate these spurious zero-energy 
modes. 
In the present paper, the detailed formulation of the SHB6 
solid–shell element is given. This is an isoparametric six-node 
prismatic element with linear interpolation using an in-plane 
reduced integration scheme. Similar to the SHB8PS, the nodal 
displacements are the only degrees of freedom, and it is pro-
vided with a set of integration points distributed in a preferen-
tial direction, designated as the “thickness”. It is worth noting 
that the proposed formulation is valid for any set of integration 
points located along the thickness direction and comprising at 
least two integration points. The analysis of the stiffness ma-
trix rank deficiency revealed that, in contrast to the SHB8PS 
element, the SHB6 element has no hourglass modes; therefore, 
stabilization is not required. Nevertheless, we propose modifi-
cations, based on the well-known assumed-strain method [45], 
for the discrete gradient operator of the element in order to 
improve its convergence rate. The remainder of this paper 
details the formulation of this element and illustrates its capa-
bilities through a set of benchmark problems commonly used 
 in the literature. In particular, it is shown that this new element 
plays a useful role as a complement to the SHB8PS hexahe-
dral element, which enables one to mesh arbitrary geometries. 
Examples using both SHB6 and SHB8PS elements demon-
strate the advantage of mixing these two solid–shell elements. 
2. Formulation of the prismatic continuum shell ele-
ment SHB6 
The SHB6 element is a purely three-dimensional six-node
prism with three displacement degrees of freedom at each 
node, and a preferential direction, called the thickness, normal 
to the mean plane of the triangle. The numerical integration 
across the thickness is based on a set of intn  Gauss points, 
whereas the integration in the two other directions is carried 
out with a single Gauss point located at the centroid of the 
element. Note that two integration points are sufficient for 
both providing a rank sufficient element and dealing with 
elastic problems, as will be shown in Section 3. Fig. 1 shows 
the reference geometry of the SHB6 element as well as the 
location of its integration points in the case of two-point quad-
rature. 
The element is formulated in the local axes of the mean 
plane. The x, y, z (or 1, 2, 3) directions are parallel to the ξ , 
η , ζ  axes, respectively. 
2.1 Kinematics and finite element interpolation 
In the prismatic element, the spatial coordinates 
i
x  of 
point x  are related to the nodal coordinates 
iJ
x  of the 
nodes J , through the shape functions 
J
N , by: 
6
1
.( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
i iJ J iJ J
J
x x N x Nξ η ζ ξ η ζ ξ η ζ
=
= = ∑  (1) 
From now on, except when mentioned otherwise, we will 
follow the summation convention for repeated indices. Low-
ercase indices i  vary between one and three and represent 
the directions of the spatial coordinates. Uppercase indices 
J  vary between one and six and correspond to the nodes of 
the element. 
The same shape functions are used to define the 
 th
i  com-
ponent of the displacement field of the element (
i
u ) as a func-
tion of the nodal displacements 
iJ
u : 
( , , ) ( , , ).
i iJ J
u u Nξ η ζ ξ η ζ=  (2) 
2.2 Strain–displacement relation and discrete gradient op-
erator 
The interpolation of the displacement field, Eq. (2), enables 
one to express the strain field as a function of the nodal dis-
placements. The linear part of the strain tensor becomes: 
( ) ( ), , , , .1 12 2ik i k k i iJ J k kJ J iu u u N u Nε = + = +  (3) 
In the case of the six-node prismatic element, the 
isoparametric shape functions are known explicitly: 
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Let N  denote the vector of the six shape functions. These 
shape functions transform a right regular prism in the refer-
ence space ( ), ,ξ η ζ  into an arbitrary prism in the
( )1 2 3, ,x x x  space. By combining Eqs. (1), (2), and (4), one
can expand the strain field into a constant term, linear terms in 
i
x , and additional terms involving some functions hα . We 
end up with the following expression: 
( ) 0 1 2 3 1 1 2 2
1 2
, , , , ,
1,2,3
,  . 
i i i i i i iu x y z a a x a y a z c h c h
i
h h
ξ η ζ
ζη ζξ





= + + + + +
=
= =
 (5) 
The coefficients 
ki
a  and 
i
cα  are constants that depend on 
the geometry of the element and will be determined subse-
quently. By evaluating Eq. (5) at the element nodes, one ob-
tains the three displacements i  at each of the six nodes of the 
element through: 
0 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2  ;  1,2,3.i i i i i i ia a a a c c i= + + + + + =d s x x x h h  
(6) 
In Eq. (6), 
i
d  and 
i
x  are six-component vectors which 
contain, respectively, the three displacements and the three 
coordinates of the six nodes of the element, and are defined by: 
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Fig. 1. Reference geometry of the element and example of integration 
points. 
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Vectors s  and αh  ( )1, 2α =  are given by:
1
2
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Let 
i
b  ( i  = 1, 2, 3) be the Hallquist vectors [57] given by: 
,
= = =0
( )  1, 2, 3   .
i i
i
i Hallquist Form
x ξ η ζ
∂
= = =
∂
N
b N 0  (9) 
The explicit expressions of the derivatives of the shape 
functions evaluated at the origin of the ( ), ,ξ η ζ  frame are
derived in Appendix A. This explicit derivation allows us to 
demonstrate the following orthogonality properties, which 
involve vectors 
i
b  and vectors 1 2 6( , , ..., )
T
i i i i
x x x=x , 
1 2 6( , , ..., )
T
i i i i
u u u=d , s , 1h , 2h : 
0    ,   0    ,   
0    ,   2
, 1, ..., 3   , =1,2.
T T T
i i i j ij
T T
i j
α
α α β αβ
δ
δ
α β
⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ =
⋅ = ⋅ =
=





b h b s b x
h s h h  (10) 
These orthogonality relations enable one to determine con-
stants 
ki
a  and 
i
cα  through the scalar product of Eq. (6) by 
T
k
b  and 
T
αh , respectively. Finally, one obtains: 
3
1
 ,  
1
where:  ( )
2
T T
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T
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j
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γ h h x b
.
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In the end, the displacement field takes the very convenient 
form: 
0 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 .( )
T T T T T
i i i
u a x x x h h= + + + + + ⋅b b b γ γ d   (12) 
Differentiating this last equation with respect to 
j
x  yields 
the displacement gradient as follows: 
( ) ( )2, , ,
1
.
T T T T
i j j j i j j i
u h hα α α α
α =
= + ⋅ = + ⋅∑b γ d b γ d  (13) 
This allows one to express the discrete gradient operator re-
lating the strain field to the nodal displacements as: 
,
,
,
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.
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This discrete gradient operator finally takes the following 
practical matrix form: 
,
,
,
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 (15) 
One should note that the above expression of the discrete 
gradient operator is very useful, since it allows each of the 
non-constant strain modes to be handled separately so that an 
assumed-strain field can be easily and conveniently built. 
Moreover, it is easy to show that the αγ  vectors that enter 
the expression of matrix B  verify the following orthogonal-
ity conditions: 
.0,   
T T
jα α β αβδ⋅ = ⋅ =γ x γ h  (16) 
These properties will be helpful in the subsequent hourglass 
stability analysis of the SHB6 element. They will also help in 
choosing an appropriate assumed-strain field. 
2.3 Hu–Washizu principle and variational formulation 
The extension of the weak form of the Hu–Washizu varia-
tional principle to nonlinear solid mechanics was introduced 
by Fish and Belytschko [58]. For a single finite element, this 
three-field variational principle reads: 
( )( , , )  ( ) 0.T T T exts
e e
d dδπ δ δ δ
Ω Ω
= ⋅ Ω + ⋅ ∇ − Ω − ⋅ =∫ ∫v ε σ ε σ σ v ε d fɺ ɺ ɺ ɺ   
 (17) 
In Eq. (17), δ  denotes a variation, v  the velocity field, 
εɺ  the assumed-strain rate, σ  the interpolated stress, σ  the 
stress deduced from the constitutive law, dɺ  the nodal veloci-
ties, 
ext
f  the external nodal forces, and ( )
s
∇ v  the symmet-
 ric part of the gradient of the velocity field. Note that the su-
perposed dot in the assumed-strain rate symbol, εɺ , does not 
indicate a time derivative. 
The assumed-strain formulation used in the following con-
struction of the element is based on a simplified form of the 
Hu–Washizu variational principle as described by Simo and 
Hughes [59]. In this simplified form, the interpolated stress is 
chosen to be orthogonal to the difference between the sym-
metric part of the velocity gradient and the assumed-strain rate. 
As a result, the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (17) 
vanishes, and one obtains: 
( )  0.
T T ext
e
dδπ δ δ
Ω
= ⋅ Ω − ⋅ =∫ε ε σ d fɺɺ ɺ   (18) 
In this form, the variational principle is independent of the 
stress interpolation, since the interpolated stress is no longer 
present; therefore, it does not need to be defined. Hence, the 
discrete equations only require the interpolation of the velocity 
and of the assumed-strain field over the element. The as-
sumed-strain rate εɺ  is expressed in terms of a B  matrix, 
projected starting from the classical displacement-based dis-
crete gradient B  defined by Eqs. (14) and (15): 
( , ) ( ) ( ).x t x t= ⋅ε B dɺɺ   (19) 
Substituting the expression of εɺ  given by (19) into the 
variational principle (18), one obtains: 
 0.
T T ext
e
dδ
Ω
⋅ ⋅ Ω − =∫
 
 
 
d B σ fɺ   (20) 
Since δdɺ  can be chosen arbitrarily, the previous equation 
is equivalent to: 
int ext=f f  (21) 
with: 
. ( ) 
int T
e
d
Ω
= ⋅ Ω∫f B σ εɺ   (22) 
One should note that, in the above equation, the stress σ  is 
deduced from the assumed-strain rate through the constitutive 
law. For problems involving nonlinear materials, σ  is usu-
ally a function of the time history of the assumed-strain field 
and other internal variables: 
( , , ...)=σ εɺF α   (23) 
where α  denotes the internal variables. The formulation thus 
obtained is valid for problems involving both geometrical and 
material nonlinearities, provided that one takes into account 
the full strain tensor. In the case of linear problems, one has: 
.= ⋅σ C ε   (24) 
In the same way as for the SHB8PS element [31, 32], an 
improved plane-stress type constitutive law is adopted here for 
the SHB6 element, in order to enhance its immunity with re-
gard to thickness locking. This specific law, which uncouples 
the response in terms of in-plane and transverse normal stress 
versus normal strain, is given by: 
2
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C
 (25) 
where E  is Young’s modulus, ν  is Poisson’s ratio, and 
5 / 6k = . Note that as usually adopted, these material proper-
ties are specified with respect to a local physical coordinate 
system, in which the x y−  plane corresponds to the element 
mid-plane defined by the ζ -coordinate of the considered 
integration point. The choice of this constitutive matrix avoids 
the locking encountered with a full three-dimensional law. 
Moreover, unlike the commonly adopted plane-stress assump-
tion, this modified stiffness matrix allows the deformation 
energy associated with the strains normal to the mean surface 
of the element to be taken into consideration. 
In the linear case, the element internal forces are given by: 
 
int
e
= ⋅f K d  (26) 
with: 
 .
T
e
e
d
Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫K B C B  (27) 
In the standard displacement approach, the stiffness matrix 
simply reduces to: 
  
T
e
e
d
Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫K B C B  (28) 
where B  is the classical discrete gradient matrix. 
2.4 Analysis of the hourglass modes 
Hourglass modes are zero-strain-energy kinematic modes, 
also referred to as spurious or singular patterns, which arise as 
a consequence of reduced integration. This pathology can be 
elucidated by comparing the dimension of the kernel of the 
discrete stiffness operator with that of the exact continuous 
stiffness matrix. The subintegrated discrete gradient operator 
(i.e., associated with a set of intn  integration points located in 
1 ,  ,3I I Iξ η ζ= = int1, ..., ,I n=  see Table 1 for int 2n = ) 
is given by Eq. (15) with α  ranging from one to two. Recall 
that this reduced integration aims to increase computational 
efficiency and to avoid some shear locking phenomena in 
bending-dominated problems. Accordingly, the elastic stiff-
ness is obtained by Gauss integration: 
int
1
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n
T T
e I I I I
Ie
d Jω ζ ζ ζ ζ
=Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω = ⋅ ⋅∑∫K B C B B C B   (29) 
where ( )IJ ζ  is the Jacobian of the transformation between 
the unit reference configuration and the current configuration 
of an arbitrary prism. Table 1 gives the coordinates and the 
associated weights of integration points, which represent the 
roots of the Gauss–Legendre polynomial, in the case of a two-
point quadrature element. 
Let us now examine the kernel of the stiffness matrix ob-
tained with this set of integration points. From Eq. (29), one 
can see that the analysis of the kernel of the subintegrated 
stiffness boils down to studying the rank of matrix ,B  pro-
vided the constitutive matrix C  is nonsingular. In other 
words, it suffices to seek the displacement modes d  with 
zero strain, i.e., those that verify at each Gauss point: 
( ) ( ) .
s I
ζ∇ = ⋅ =u B d 0   (30) 
In order to identify the kernel of the discrete stiffness matrix, 
a basis for the vector space of the discretized displacements is 
built. Note that, in general, reduced integration is shown to 
diminish the rank of the discrete stiffness. A detailed investi-
gation of hourglass modes is given in Appendix B; hereafter, 
only the main results are reported. Using expression (15) for 
the discrete gradient operator computed at the integration 
points and making use of the orthogonality relations (10) and 
(16), the kernel of the stiffness matrix can be explicitly de-
rived. This naturally reveals the six rigid body modes of which 
consists the kernel of a fully integrated stiffness: 
      
, , , , ,−
− −
           
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           
           
s 0 0 y z 0
0 s 0 x 0 z
0 0 s 0 x y .
 (31) 
The first three 18-component column vectors correspond to 
the translations along the Ox , Oy , and Oz  axes, respec-
tively. The three remaining vectors refer to the rotations about 
the Oz , Oy , and Ox  axes, respectively. On the whole, the 
kernel of a fully integrated stiffness matrix is of dimension six 
and only reduces to the above six rigid body modes. 
Unlike the SHB8PS element (see Ref. [31]), which com-
prises six hourglass modes and requires stabilization, no zero-
energy modes are revealed from the hourglass analysis of the 
SHB6 element (see Appendix B for further details). 
2.5 Assumed-strain projection for locking treatment 
The discrete gradient operator B  has to be projected onto 
an appropriate subspace in order to eliminate different locking 
phenomena; the projected operator will be denoted B . This 
assumed-strain method is consistent, from a variational per-
spective, with the Hu–Washizu principle as long as the stress 
interpolation is appropriately chosen (see Simo and Hughes 
[59]). However, this variational justification of the assumed-
strain method does not provide a general, systematic way to 
derive adequate assumed-strain fields, and a specific analysis 
of locking must be done for each new element developed 
based on this approach. 
In this paper, we propose a projection scheme that is both 
effective and simple (see Ref. [45] for further details). The 
starting point consists of decomposing the discrete gradient 
operator B  into two parts as follows: 
1 2 .= +B B B   (32) 
The first part, 1B , contains the gradients in the element 
mid-plane (membrane terms of the deformation) as well as the 
normal strains, whereas the second part, 2B , incorporates the 
gradients associated with the transverse shear strains: 
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It has been observed, from numerical experiments, that the 
main locking mechanisms in the SHB6 element come from 
the transverse shears. Therefore, we choose an integration 
Table 1. Coordinates and weights of the Gauss points for the 2-point 
quadrature SHB6 version. 
ξ  η  ζ  ω  
P(1) 
P(2) 
1/3 
1/3 
1/3 
1/3 
-1/ 3  
1/ 3
1 
1 
 scheme that enables us to reduce the associated fraction in the 
total strain energy. In order to do this, the 2B  matrix is pro-
jected as follows: 
2 2ε=B B  (35) 
where ε  is a shear scaling factor. By introducing the addi-
tive decomposition (32) of the B  operator into Eq. (29) and 
making use of projection (35), the stiffness matrix becomes: 
1 1 1 2
2 1 2 2
  
  
T T
e
e e
T T
e e
d d
d d
Ω Ω
Ω Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω + ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫ ∫
+ ⋅ ⋅ Ω + ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫ ∫
K B C B B C B
B C B B C B
 (36) 
which can be simply written as: 
1 2 .e = +K K K   (37) 
The first term, 1K , which is not affected by projection, is 
evaluated at the Gauss points as defined above: 
int
1 1 1 1 1
1
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
n
T T
I I I I
Ie
d Jω ζ ζ ζ ζ
=Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω = ⋅ ⋅∑∫K B C B B C B
 (38) 
The second term, 2K , embodies all the projection and 
reads: 
2 1 2 2 1 2 2 .   
T T T
e e e
d d d
Ω Ω Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω + ⋅ ⋅ Ω + ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫ ∫ ∫K B C B B C B B C B  
(39) 
The particular choice of additive decomposition, Eqs. (33) 
and (34), together with projection (35), yields a simplified 
form for the second part of the stiffness matrix, 2K . Indeed, 
with these choices the first two terms, i.e. cross-terms, in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (39) vanish, and matrix 2K  simply 
reduces to: 
2 2 2 . 
T
e
d
Ω
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω∫K B C B  (40) 
The identification of the shear scaling factor ε  in Eq. (35) 
has been carried out through numerical experiments, and the 
selected value for this parameter is found to be one half. This 
value is motivated by extensive testing on a variety of popular 
test problems, and it leads to reasonably good behavior for the 
element in most of the benchmark problems that have been 
tested. 
3. Numerical tests 
In order to evaluate this new assumed-strain version of the
SHB6 element, it was tested on a series of linear elastic 
benchmark problems. For each test case, the obtained results 
were compared, on the one hand, to the reference solution 
found in the literature and, on the other hand, to the solutions 
given by both the standard three-dimensional six-node prism 
element PRI6 and the unmodified SHB6 element (i.e., without 
the assumed-strain projection). Note that the PRI6 is the well-
known linear solid element, which has a prismatic 3D shape, 
six nodes with three displacement degrees of freedom per 
node, linear interpolation functions, and 3×2 integration points. 
In all of the numerical tests, a single layer of elements was 
used through the thickness, along with only two integration 
points at the element level. Note also that in all of the tables 
reporting the convergence results, the meshes are indicated by 
the number of subdivisions in each direction (e.g., length, 
width), and the total number of elements is then doubled, 
since each rectangle is divided into two triangles. For example, 
the nomenclature ( 1N × 2N ×1)×2 indicates 1N  elements in 
the length direction and 2N  elements in the width direction, 
while the total number of prisms is twice their product. In the 
following, the assumed-strain projected version of the SHB6 
element will be denoted SHB6bar. 
The results given hereafter include a set of representative 
popular benchmark problems commonly used to test the per-
formance of finite elements. These selected numerical exam-
ples are linear elastic problems and are mostly intended to 
assess the performance of the element in bending-dominated 
problems or to check its aspect-ratio limits. Examples of 
meshes containing both SHB6bar and SHB8PS elements dem-
onstrate the advantage of using such combinations of hexahe-
dral and prismatic solid–shell elements. The element is then 
tested in modal analysis (vibration eigenfrequencies of a 
clamped beam), and finally a buckling analysis is undertaken 
in order to evaluate its capabilities in solving elastic stability 
problems. 
3.1 Beam bending test 
This test problem enables one to evaluate the behavior of 
the element in pure bending. Indeed, in this test case, bending 
dominates over shearing. 
The right-hand side of the beam is subjected to a shear load 
of resultant P = 4; this loading is distributed among the end 
nodes. The left edge of the beam is fully clamped, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). 
The geometric, material, and loading data for the problem 
are given in Table 2. 
The reference deflection 
ref
w  of the tip point A is obtained 
analytically: 
 
3 3
.
3 12
,   where:  
ref
PL l t
EI
w I= =   (41) 
The results in terms of convergence towards the reference 
solution are summarized in Table 3, which gives the dis-
placement of the tip point A in the z-direction. One should 
note that the assumed-strain SHB6bar element converges faster 
than the SHB6 element without projection and the PRI6 pris-
matic element. 
3.2 Aspect-ratio limits for the element 
This test is intended to evaluate the aspect ratio limits of the 
element in a clamped beam in bending. The length and the 
width of the beam are fixed at L = 100, l = 10; while the 
thickness t is a varying parameter. The elastic properties are E 
= 68.25×106 and ν  = 0.3. A bending load, P = 4, is applied 
at the free edge of the beam, and the results are compared with 
the analytical solutions given by beam theory. 
A fixed mesh of 20 SHB6bar elements and a single element 
through the thickness is used; Fig. 3 illustrates this (10×1×1)×2 
mesh for 1t = . In this regular mesh, each element has a tri-
angular basis (i.e., a 10×10 rectangular triangle), in which l = 
10 is the side of the triangle and r l t=  is the varying as-
pect-ratio. 
The investigation of the behavior of the element in the limit 
of high aspect ratios revealed that meshes with an aspect ratio 
r l t=  between 0.5 and 20 provide deflections that are 
within 10% of the theoretical results. One should note that, 
unlike the SHB8PS element, for which the aspect-ratio limit 
was shown to be about 400 in this test problem, the SHB6bar 
element does not allow high aspect ratios. 
3.3 Twisted cantilever beam 
This test was introduced by MacNeal and Harder [60] and 
has been extensively used to test the performance of finite 
elements in cases of warped configurations. It is now consid-
ered as a reference shell test (see Batoz and Dhatt [61]). In the 
test, the initial beam geometry is twisted at an angle of 90° 
between its two ends. This distorts the elements and thus in-
creases the severity of the test. 
Fig. 4 shows the geometry of the twisted beam, the bound-
ary conditions, and the applied loading. The left end of this 
Table 2. Geometric, material, and loading data for the beam bending 
problem. 
Length L 50 
Width l 4 
Thickness t 1 
Young’s modulus E 68.25×106 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3 
Applied load P 4 
Table 3. Normalized displacements in the z-direction at point A for the 
bending beam problem. 
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w
(6×2×1)×2 
(12×2×1)×2 
(24×4×1)×2 
(40×4×1)×2 
(50×4×1)×2 
0.037 
0.132 
0.356 
0.570 
0.649 
0.121 
0.390 
0.662 
0.840 
0.887 
0.382 
0.724 
0.899 
0.959 
0.972 
x y
z
P
L
l
t
A
(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled 
deformed configurations 
(scale factor: 1500)
Fig. 2. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the beam bend-
ing test problem: an example of a (12×2×1)×2 mesh. 
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(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled 
deformed configurations
(scale factor: 1000)
Fig. 3. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the test of 
aspect-ratio limits: an example of a (10×1×1)×2 mesh with 1t = . 
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(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled deformed 
configurations (scale factor: 500)
Fig. 4. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the twisted 
beam test problem: an example of a (12×4×1)×2 mesh. 
 beam is clamped, while a unit in-plane shear load, P = 1, is 
applied at its right end in the z-direction. The geometric and 
material parameters for this problem are listed in Table 4. 
The reference tip displacement in the loading direction Oz 
is given in Ref. [60]. For this in-plane loading P, the vertical 
displacement at point A (see Fig. 4) is expected to be equal to 
ref
w  = 5.424×10-3. 
Table 5 shows the results for this test problem in terms of 
convergence as a function of the refinement of the mesh. The 
normalized displacements at point A in the loading direction 
Oz are reported for three elements, using different mesh densi-
ties and only one element through the thickness. Again, one 
can observe that element SHB6bar converges faster than ele-
ments SHB6 and PRI6. 
3.4 In-plane bending and shearing test 
This test case enables one to evaluate the behavior of the 
element submitted to in-plane transverse shearing and bending. 
The loading consists of a resultant shear force P applied to 
the right edge of the beam, leading to a parabolic stress distri-
bution along the height and constant stress through the thick-
ness. Since the beam is loaded in its plane, the evaluation con-
cerns the membrane behavior of the element, which behaves 
essentially like a plane constant-stress triangle. Fully clamped 
boundary conditions are prescribed on the left edge of the 
plate (see Fig. 5). 
The geometric, material, and loading data for this test prob-
lem are given in Table 6. 
The reference deflection of point A in the Oy direction was 
calculated analytically using the method of Airy’s stress func-
tions for plane-stress problems; the obtained reference value 
was 0.3573refw = − . The convergence results are reported in 
Table 7. In this case, the three elements produced quasi-
identical results, as expected. 
3.5 Circular plate subjected to a point load 
This test problem of a clamped circular plate under a con-
centrated central load allows the performance of the element 
in bending and shearing to be assessed. 
Since the geometry, boundary conditions, and loading are 
symmetric, only one quarter of the plate is modeled using a 
(3×(N×N×1))×2 mesh nomenclature. Indeed, this quarter of the 
plate is divided into three zones containing (N×N×1)×2 ele-
ments each (see Fig. 6 for an example of a (3×(4×4×1))×2 
mesh). The plate is subjected to a point load, 1P = , at the 
center, and is clamped on its edge. The geometric and material 
properties for this problem are described in Table 8. The ref-
erence central deflection in the Oz direction is refw =
Table 4. Geometric, material, and loading data for the twisted beam 
problem. 
Length L 12 
Width l 1.1 
Thickness t 0.32 
Young’s modulus E 29×106 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.22 
Applied load P 1 
Table 5. Normalized displacements in the z-direction at point A for the 
twisted beam problem.  
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w  
(6×2×1)×2 
(12×4×1)×2 
(24×4×1)×2 
(36×8×1)×2 
(48×8×1)×2 
0.061 
0.202 
0.485 
0.489 
0.764 
0.234 
0.470 
0.779 
0.875 
0.926 
0.496 
0.784 
0.935 
0.972 
0.985 
Table 6. Geometric, material, and loading data for the shear-loaded 
beam problem. 
Length L 48 
Height H 12 
Thickness t 1 
Young’s modulus E 3×104 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.25 
Applied load P 40 
Table 7. Normalized deflections in the y-direction at point A for the 
shear-loaded beam problem. 
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w
(6×4×1)×2 
(12×4×1)×2 
(24×4×1)×2 
(16×16×1)×2 
(32×16×1)×2 
0.594 
0.775 
0.840 
0.913 
0.966 
0.605 
0.789 
0.854 
0.919 
0.970 
0.620 
0.808 
0.866 
0.923 
0.976 
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z
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(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled 
deformed configurations
(scale factor: 50)
Fig. 5. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the sheared 
beam test problem: an example of a (12×4×1)×2 mesh. 
52.65736x10−− . 
The normalized deflections of the load point A in the Oz di-
rection are reported in Table 9 in terms of mesh refinement. 
As can be seen in this Table, element SHB6bar converges to-
wards the reference solution better than the two other elements 
SHB6 and PRI6. 
3.6 Pinched cylindrical shell with end diaphragms 
A cylindrical shell loaded with a pair of concentrated verti-
cal forces on its middle section is considered here. Both ends 
of the cylinder are covered with rigid diaphragms that allow 
displacements only in the axial direction (see Fig. 7). This test 
has been treated by many authors, including Belytschko et al. 
[62] and Chen and Wu [35]. It is considered as a selective test 
problem since they have shown that shear locking is more 
severe than membrane locking. The geometric and material 
parameters for this problem are reported in Table 10. 
Due to the symmetry of the problem, only one eighth of the 
cylinder is modeled using different (N×N×1)×2 meshes; an 
example of a (10×10×1)×2 mesh is shown in Fig. 7. 
The displacements at the load point A in the vertical Oz di-
rection are normalized with respect to the reference solution 
4
0.18248x10
ref
w
−= −  and are reported in Table 11. 
The convergence results shown in Table 11 reveal that ele-
ment SHB6bar performs much better than both the former 
version without projection of SHB6 and the standard three-
dimensional six-node prism element PRI6. 
3.7 Pinched hemispherical shell 
This test problem, which is often used to assess the three-
Table 8. Geometric, material, and loading data for the clamped circular 
plate problem. 
Radius R 10 
Thickness t 0.5 
Young’s modulus E 107 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.25 
Applied load P 1 
Table 9. Normalized deflections in the z-direction at the load point A 
for the circular plate problem. 
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w
(3×(2×2×1))×2 
(3×(4×4×1))×2 
(3×(6×6×1))×2 
(3×(8×8×1))×2 
(3×(9×9×1))×2 
0.162 
0.370 
0.522 
0.624 
0.686 
0.422 
0.638 
0.753 
0.820 
0.843 
0.692 
0.876 
0.942 
0.974 
0.996 
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(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled 
deformed configurations
(scale factor: 105)
Fig. 6. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the circular 
plate test problem: an example of a (3×(4×4×1))×2 mesh. 
Table 10. Geometric, material, and loading data for the pinched cylin-
drical shell. 
Length L 600 
Radius R 300 
Thickness t 3 
Young’s modulus E 3×106 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3 
Applied load P 1 
Table 11. Normalized deflections in the z-direction at point A for the 
pinched cylindrical shell. 
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w
(10×10×1)×2 
(30×30×1)×2 
(50×50×1)×2 
(70×70×1)×2 
(90×90×1)×2 
0.062 
0.219 
0.370 
0.490 
0.580 
0.099 
0.349 
0.548 
0.688 
0.786 
0.252 
0.699 
0.872 
0.947 
0.987 
P/4
R
t
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sym
sym
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(a) Test geometry 
and loading
(b) Initial and scaled 
deformed configurations
(scale factor: 107)
Fig. 7. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the pinched 
cylinder test problem: an example of a (10×10×1)×2 mesh. 
 dimensional inextensional bending behavior of shells, has 
become very popular and has been adopted by many authors 
since it was proposed by MacNeal and Harder [60]. This test 
is known to be severe because the transverse shear and mem-
brane locking phenomena are dominant and are further accen-
tuated by the particular geometry of the problem (distorted, 
skewed elements). This problem was studied in detail by Be-
lytschko et al. [62], who showed that since all the elements are 
incurved in this doubly-curved shell problem, the intensity of 
membrane and shear locking is increased. Fig. 8(a) shows the 
geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for this elastic 
thin shell problem (R/t = 250). 
The geometric and material properties and the applied load-
ing for this test problem are listed in Table 12. 
Due to the symmetry of the problem (i.e., planes (xz) and 
(yz)), only one quarter of the hemisphere is meshed using a 
single layer of elements through the thickness and with two 
unit loads along the directions Ox and Oy. Except for the 
symmetry, the boundary conditions are free; nevertheless, the 
displacement of one point in the z-direction is fixed in order to 
prevent rigid body motions. According to the reference solu-
tion (MacNeal and Harder [60]), the displacement of point A 
along the x-direction is 
ref
w  = 0.0924 (see Fig. 8). 
The convergence results are reported in Table 13 in terms of 
normalized displacements at point A in the x-direction versus 
the number of elements. The mesh nomenclature adopted for 
this test is similar to that used for the circular plate subjected 
to a point load (Section 3.5). This nomenclature consists of a 
(3×(N×N×1))×2 mesh, in which the quarter of the hemisphere 
is divided into three zones containing (N×N×1)×2 elements 
each (see Fig. 8 for an example of a (3×(5×5×1))×2 mesh). 
The new assumed-strain version SHB6bar is compared to 
the former version without projection, SHB6, and to the stan-
dard, six-node prism, full integration solid element, PRI6. 
Table 13 shows that even though the SHB6bar element con-
verges very slowly towards the reference solution, it is still 
better than the former version without projection, SHB6, and 
is much better than the standard three-dimensional six-node 
prism element. The deflection is illustrated in Fig. 8(b), using 
a deformed configuration scaled with an amplification factor 
103, for a mesh with (3×(5×5×1))×2 elements. 
3.8 Pinched hemispherical shell with a mixture of elements 
Since the primary aim in developing the prismatic solid–
shell element SHB6bar was to allow meshing of complex ge-
ometries that could not be meshed with solely hexahedral 
solid–shell elements like SHB8PS [31, 32], the previous test 
problem was reconsidered using a mixture of SHB6 and 
SHB8PS elements. In these mixed meshes, the SHB6 ele-
ments were located successively at the top (far away from the 
point of application of the loads, see Fig. 9) and at the three 
corners of the quarter-hemisphere (see Fig. 10). For the first 
case, the mesh domain spanned with SHB8PS elements was 
defined by an angle of 75°, as shown in Fig. 9(b). For the 
other cases, the SHB8PS elements were arranged over 60°, 
75°, or 80°. Note also that in order to compare the perform-
ance of solid–shell elements to that of standard three-
dimensional elements, SHB6 elements were mixed with 
SHB8PS elements, and PRI6 elements were mixed with their 
Table 12. Geometric, material, and loading data for the pinched hemi-
spherical shell. 
Radius R 10 
Thickness t 0.04 
Young’s modulus E 6.825×107 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3 
Applied load F 1 
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Fig. 8. Geometry, loading, and boundary conditions for the hemi-
spherical shell test problem: an example of a (3×(5×5×1))×2 mesh. 
Table 13. Normalized displacements in the x-direction at point A for 
the pinched hemispherical shell. 
PRI6 SHB6 SHB6bar 
Mesh layout 
refw w refw w refw w
(3×(5×5×1))×2 0.001 0.006 0.017 
(3×(11×11×1))×2 0.005 0.013 0.046 
(3×(22×22×1))×2 0.022 0.059 0.195 
(3×(180×180×1))×2 0.549 0.695 0.917 
(3×(250×250×1))×2 0.696 0.810 0.957 
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sym
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Fig. 9. Pinched hemispherical shell problem with a mixture of pris-
matic and hexahedral elements: the SHB6 elements are located at the 
top, and the SHB8PS elements are arranged over an angle of 75°. 
three-dimensional counterpart HEX8, which are the standard, 
full integration eight-node hexahedral elements. 
For the first case, where the SHB6 elements are placed at 
the top of the hemisphere (see Fig. 9), one can observe a con-
vergence rate very similar to that of the SHB8PS element (see 
Table 14). 
For the other cases (Fig. 10), the convergence as a function 
of mesh refinement is shown in Fig. 11. One can observe that 
the convergence is rather fast when the angle of the SHB8PS 
mesh is greater than or equal to 75°. However, when the 
SHB6bar elements occupy a large portion of the domain, one 
reverts to the slow convergence of the SHB6 elements alone 
for this pinched hemispherical shell problem, as shown in the 
previous section. 
3.9 Vibration test: eigenfrequencies of a cantilever beam 
In this test problem, the SHB6bar element was tested in vi-
bration using the same mass matrix as that of the standard 
three-dimensional six-node prismatic element. The first four 
eigenfrequencies of a clamped beam were investigated. The 
geometric and material properties of this test problem are 
given in Table 15. 
In Tables 16–18, the results obtained with the three ele-
ments SHB6bar, SHB6, and PRI6, for the same meshes, are 
compared to the analytical results given by beam theory. This 
comparison reveals that not only the SHB6bar is more accurate 
than SHB6 and PRI6, but also it converges much better with 
mesh refinement. Another interesting observation is that, for 
the third mode which involves a moderately thick structure (i.e. 
vibration in the x y−  plane), the SHB6bar element still be-
haves well. This demonstrates its capability of dealing with 
both thin and moderately thick structures, in contrast to solid 
elements like PRI6. The same analysis was then performed  
Table 14. Normalized displacements in the x-direction at point A for 
the pinched hemispherical shell: mixed meshes in which SHB6 ele-
ments are located at the top. 
PRI6 + 
HEX8 
SHB6 + 
SHB8PS 
SHB6bar + 
SHB8PS Number of elements 
refw w refw w refw w
36 
100 
156 
400 
0.001 
0.002 
0.004 
0.008 
0.703 
0.880 
0.929 
0.981 
0.785 
0.960 
0.983 
0.997 
y
x
z
y
x
z
60°
y
x
z
75°
y
x
z
80°
(deformed configuration 
scaled with a factor 50)
(deformed configuration 
scaled with a factor 20)
(deformed configuration 
scaled with a factor 20)
Fig. 10. Pinched hemispherical shell problem with a mixture of pris-
matic and hexahedral elements: the SHB6 elements are located at the 
three corners, and the SHB8PS elements are arranged over angles of 
60°, 75°, and 80°, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Convergence curves for the pinched hemisphere test problem: 
the SHB6 elements are placed in the three corners, and the SHB8PS 
elements are arranged over angles of 60°, 75°, and 80°, respectively. 
Table 15. Geometric and material properties for the test of a clamped 
beam in vibration. 
Length L 1 
Width b 0.1 
Thickness t 0.01 
Young’s modulus E 210×109 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3 
Density ρ  7800 
x
y
z
1st mode
L
b
t
2nd mode
3rd mode
4th mode
Fig. 12. Vibration test of a clamped beam: illustration of the first four 
eigenmodes obtained with a mesh consisting of (30×3×1)×2 SHB6bar 
elements. 
 with the SHB8PS element, but with coarser meshes. Table 19 
shows the convergence results. Once again, one can observe 
the high coarse-mesh accuracy of the SHB8PS element. 
3.10 Buckling analysis of a stiffened cylindrical ring 
In this last benchmark problem, the SHB6 elements were 
tested in the framework of elastic stability analysis. This prob-
lem also allows the verification of the formulation of the geo-
metric stiffness matrix Kσ  (see Appendix A.3). The test 
consists of a portion of a submarine hull subjected to external 
pressure, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The test was previously used 
in Ref. [63], while in Ref. [64], the submarine was modeled in 
its entirety. The following analysis only considers a single ring, 
as described in Fig. 13; the geometric and material data are 
Table 20. Geometric and material properties for the stiffened ring 
under external pressure. 
Frame spacing 
s
L  0.6 
Mean radius R 2.488 
Shell thickness e 0.024 
Web height 
w
h  0.156 
Flange width 
f
W  0.120 
Web thickness 
w
e  0.010 
Flange thickness 
f
e  0.024 
Young’s modulus E 200×109 
Poisson’s ratio ν  0.3 
L
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f
e w
sym
sym
sy
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hw
Fig. 13. Geometry and boundary conditions for a quarter of a single 
ring of the stiffened cylinder test problem: an example of a mixed 
mesh using 260 SHB8PS elements for the stiffener and 360 SHB6bar 
elements for the main shell. 
Table 16. Vibration eigenfrequencies for the clamped beam test prob-
lem: comparison of error percentages between analytical beam theory 
and SHB6bar results. 
Number of SHB6bar elements Analytical 
results (30×3×1)×2 (40×4×1)×2 (80×8×1)×2 (120×12×1)×2 
Eigenfre-
quencies 
(Hz) 
Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) 
1f =8.4 13.8 9.3 3.0 1.6 
2f =52.5 13.5 8.9 3.1 1.7 
3f =83.8 15.8 9.6 2.5 0.9 
4f =147.1 12.6 8.2 2.7 1.4 
Table 17. Vibration eigenfrequencies for the clamped beam test prob-
lem: comparison of error percentages between analytical beam theory 
and SHB6 results. 
Number of SHB6 elements Analytical 
results (30×3×1)×2 (40×4×1)×2 (80×8×1)×2 (120×12×1)×2 
Eigenfre-
quencies 
(Hz) 
Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) 
1f =8.4 46.4 32.1 10.5 5.3 
2f =52.5 46.3 31.5 10.7 5.5 
3f =83.8 15.9 9.6 2.5 0.8 
4f =147.1 45.4 31.1 10.6 5.4 
Table 18. Vibration eigenfrequencies for the clamped beam test prob-
lem: comparison of error percentages between analytical beam theory 
and PRI6 results. 
Number of PRI6 elements Analytical 
results (30×3×1)×2 (40×4×1)×2 (80×8×1)×2 (120×12×1)×2 
Eigenfre-
quencies 
(Hz) 
Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) 
1f =8.4 128.6 88.1 33.3 19.1 
2f =52.5 83.6 73.9 33.9 19.6 
3f =83.8 43.7 18.3 2.2 0.7 
4f =147.1 129.7 88.8 33.9 19.6 
Table 19. Vibration eigenfrequencies for the clamped beam test prob-
lem: comparison of error percentages between analytical beam theory 
and SHB8PS results. 
Number of SHB8PS elements Analytical 
results (10×2×1) (20×4×1) (30×6×1) (40×8×1) 
Eigenfre-
quencies 
(Hz) 
Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) Error (%) 
1f =8.4 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 
2f =52.5 4.6 1.6 1.1 0.8 
3f =83.8 1.3 0.1 0.4 0.5 
4f =147.1 11.9 3.2 1.7 1.2 
reported in Table 20. Note that due to its symmetry, only one 
quarter of the ring is modeled and subjected to the correspond-
ing symmetry boundary conditions (see Fig. 13). A linear 
buckling analysis was performed to determine the Euler criti-
cal pressure, based on the eigenvalue analysis of the global 
stiffness matrix. 
In this linear buckling analysis, the Euler critical pressure is 
determined along with the corresponding buckling mode. This 
critical state is associated with the lowest pressure that makes 
the global stiffness matrix singular and is classically obtained 
by solving the following eigenvalue problem: 
( )e c cλ+ ⋅ =K K X 0σ  (42) 
in which 
c
λ  is the critical buckling load and 
c
X  is the as-
sociated buckling mode. The results were compared to those 
obtained with the SHB8PS element. This latter was first used 
to obtain a reference solution for the first critical load (i.e., 
dead load buckling pressure). A converged solution obtained 
with a fine mesh of 440 SHB8PS elements is 7.06×106, which 
is in good agreement with previously reported results [63, 64]. 
Note that the SHB8PS element was validated through a vari-
ety of elastic and elastic–plastic stability analyses (see, e.g., 
Refs. [65, 66]), and could therefore be considered as accurate 
and reliable in buckling problems. As already discussed in 
Section 3.8, mixed meshes are again employed to emphasize 
the interest of combining hexahedral and prismatic elements 
in certain applications. These mixed meshes consist succes-
sively of 260 SHB8PS elements for the stiffener and 360 
SHB6bar elements for the main shell, then 260 SHB8PS (stiff-
ener) and 360 SHB6 (shell), and finally 260 HEX8 (stiffener) 
and 360 PRI6 (shell). The obtained results for the three ele-
ments thus mixed (SHB6bar, SHB6, and PRI6) are, respec-
tively, 7.04×106, 7.20×106, and 7.61×106, which corresponds 
to error percentages of 0.3%, 2%, and 7.8%, respectively. 
These results confirm, once again, the advantage of mixing 
elements SHB8PS and SHB6bar. The associated buckling 
mode is shown in Fig. 14. 
4. Discussion and conclusions 
The formulation of the SHB6 solid–shell element has been
improved with regard to locking, and a new assumed-strain 
version, denoted SHB6bar, has been developed and imple-
mented into the implicit, nonlinear finite element code 
ASTER. This resulting derivation has been evaluated on a 
variety of popular benchmark problems commonly used in the 
literature. The key idea of this development is the adequate 
combination of a reduced integration rule with the well-known 
assumed-strain method. An interesting feature of this ap-
proach is the convenient fully three-dimensional framework 
on which this solid–shell element is based (six-node prism 
with only three translational degrees of freedom per node). 
In order to achieve an attractive, low-cost formulation, the 
computational efficiency of the element has been enhanced by 
adopting an in-plane one-point quadrature scheme. It has been 
shown that no zero-energy modes arise from this reduced 
integration, and thus no stabilization procedure is required. 
For the out-of-plane integration, two Gauss points have been 
chosen along a particular direction, designated as the “thick-
ness”. These choices, along with the use of a modified elastic 
constitutive law specifically aimed at reducing thickness lock-
ing, all contribute to a more accurate analysis of bending-
dominated structural problems using only a single layer of 
elements along the thickness. Moreover, the projection tech-
nique adopted in the current formulation is intended to allevi-
ate certain locking phenomena. Another important feature of 
this formulation is that it is valid for an arbitrary number, 
int 2n ≥ , of integration points along the thickness direction. 
The minimum number of two integration points in thickness 
direction is required in order to avoid spurious mechanisms 
associated with stiffness matrix rank deficiency. This feature 
proves to be useful for non linear analyses, in which the ade-
quate number of integration points required to deal with elas-
tic–plastic benchmark problems will be discussed and re-
ported in a subsequent study. 
As revealed by the benchmark problems, the SHB6bar ele-
ment brings significant improvements compared to the stan-
dard three-dimensional six-node prismatic element denoted 
PRI6. The projection using the assumed-strain technique 
makes the quality of the element even better under combined 
bending and shearing. However, the convergence remains 
rather slow in the pinched hemispherical shell test, probably 
due to the fact that strains in linear triangular elements are 
constant. This type of element blends naturally with the eight-
node hexahedral solid–shell element SHB8PS, which enables 
one to analyze any structural geometry quite easily. This is not 
the case when using hexahedral elements alone. Given the 
Fig. 14. Buckling mode for the stiffened cylinder test: quarter-ring 
consisting of 260 SHB8PS elements for the stiffener and 360 SHB6bar 
elements for the main shell. 
 relatively slower convergence of the SHB6bar element, it is 
advisable to mesh with eight-node hexahedrons wherever 
possible, then to use SHB6bar elements only for the remainder 
of the structure. 
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Appendix  
A.1 Calculation of the constant gradients: vectors ib  
In this appendix, the explicit expressions for the derivatives 
of the shape functions evaluated at the origin of the reference 
coordinate system, as given by Eq. (9), will be derived. This 
particular form of the vectors 
i
b , referred to as Hallquist’s 
form, reads: 
( )3 5 61 2 4,  = = =0
= = =0
. T Ti i
i i i i i i
N N NN N N
x x x x x xξ η ζ ξ η ζ
∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂= = ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂b N
. 
(A1) 
Each of the six components of the above vector can be ex-
pressed as: 
I
I I I I I
i i i i i i i
I
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N N N N N
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(A2) 
From Eq. (4), the derivatives I
N∂
∂ξ
, where ( )  Τ ξ η ζ=ξ , 
are straightforward: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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1
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2
1 1
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(A3) 
which gives: 
1 1 0 1 1 0
1
1 0 1 1 0 1
2 1 0 0  1 0 0
T − −
∂
= − −
∂ −
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.
 (A4) 
For the remaining terms, 
j
i
x
ξ∂
∂
, further derivations are 
needed. This requires the calculation of matrix J  such that: 
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 (A5) 
Once this matrix J  known, the Hallquist form of vectors 
i
b  is simply obtained by: 
1
2
3
T
T
T
T
∂
= ⋅
∂
 
  
     
 
0
0
b
N
b J
b
ξ .
 (A6) 
Using the Jacobian matrix and its inverse, matrix J  can be 
rewritten as: 
( ) ( ) 11 ,  
T
T T −− 
 
 
∂
= = =
∂
J F F
x
ξ
 
where
x x x
y y y
z z z
ξ η ζ
ξ η ζ
ξ η ζ
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂
x
F
ξ
.
 (A7) 
Making use of Eq. (1), the element coordinate interpolation 
can be expanded as: 
( )1 1 2 3 1 1 2 21  ;  1, 2, 32 T T T T T Ti ix h h iξ η ζ= + + + + + ⋅ =s xΛ Λ Λ β β  
 (A8) 
where: 
1
1
2
3
1
2
( 1,  0,  0,  1,  0,  0)
( 1,1, 0, 1,1, 0)
( 1, 0,1, 1, 0,1)
( 1,  0,  0,1, 0, 0)
(1, 0, 1, 1, 0,1)
(1, 1, 0, 1,1, 0) .
T
T
T
T
T
T
=
= − −
= − −
= −
= − −
= − −









s
Λ
Λ
Λ
β
β
 (A9) 
The components of the Jacobian matrix are then obtained 
by differentiation: 
( ),1  ;     , 1, ..., 3   =1,22 jT Tiij j i
j
x
F h i jα ξ α α
ξ
∂
= = + ⋅ =
∂
Λ xβ  
 (A10) 
which gives: 
1 1 1 3 1
1 2 2 2 3 2
1 3 2 3 3 3
2
1
2
T T T
T T T
T T T
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
 
 
 
 
 
0
Λ x Λ x Λ x
F Λ x Λ x Λ x
Λ x Λ x Λ x
 (A11) 
and hence: 
( )
1
1 1 1 2 1 3
1
2 1 2 2 2 3
3 1 3 2 3 3
2
T T T
T T T T
T T T
−
−
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
 
 
  
 
0
0
Λ x Λ x Λ x
J F Λ x Λ x Λ x
Λ x Λ x Λ x .
 (A12) 
The Hallquist form of vectors 
i
b  is finally given by: 
1
2
3
1
1 1 1 2 1 3
2 1 2 2 2 3
3 1 3 2 3 3
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0  1 0 0
T
T
T
T
T T T
T T T
T T T
−
 
   
   
  
 
   
   
   
   
  
∂
= ⋅ =
∂
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − −
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − −
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −
0
0
b
N
b J
b
Λ x Λ x Λ x
Λ x Λ x Λ x
Λ x Λ x Λ x
ξ
.
   (A13) 
Using this expression (A13) of vectors 
i
b , the orthogonal-
ity conditions given in Eq. (10) become algebraically straight-
forward. The last consistency condition follows simply from 
, ,
T T
i j i j j i ij
x δ⋅ = ⋅ = =
0 0
b x N x . 
A.2 Analysis of hourglass modes 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the hourglass patterns in sub-
integrated finite elements correspond to zero-energy modes, 
i.e., eigenvectors associated with zero-eigenvalues, aside from 
rigid body modes. In order to properly identify the kernel of 
the stiffness matrix, the orthogonality conditions stated in Eq. 
(10) will be used together with some algebraic derivations. 
Since the discrete stiffness matrix is given by Eq. (29), a zero-
energy mode is a vector 
g
h  that satisfies: 
int( )   ;  1, ...,
g
I
I nζ ⋅ = =B h 0 .  (A14) 
It can be easily shown that a basis for the vector space of the 
discretized displacements is given by the following vectors: 
1 2 3 4 5, , , , ,= = = = =
         
         
         
         
s 0 0 x 0
e 0 e s e 0 e 0 e x
0 0 s 0 0
6 7 8 9 10, , , , ,= = = = =
         
         
         
         
0 y 0 0 z
e 0 e 0 e y e 0 e 0
x 0 0 y 0
1
11 12 13 14 1, , , ,= = = =
      
      
      
      
h0 0 0
e z e 0 e 0 e h
0 z 0 0
  (A15) 
2
15 16 17 2 18
1 2
, , ,
       
       
              
       
= = = =
0 h 0 0
e 0 e 0 e h e 0
h 0 0 h . 
To demonstrate this, let us assume that there exists a com-
bination of coefficients 
i
a  such that: 
18
1
.i i
i
a
=
=∑ e 0  (A16) 
Multiplying Eq. (A16) by ( )     Tib 0 0 , ( )     Ti0 b 0 , and 
( )      Ti0 0 b , for i = 1, 2, 3, successively, and making use of 
Eq. (10) yields: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
18
3 1
1
18
3 2
1
18
3 3
1
   0
   0  ,  1, 2, 3
    0.
T
i i i i
i
T
i i i i
i
T
i i i i
i
a a
a a i
a a
+
=
+
=
+
=
⋅ = =∑
⋅ = = =∑
⋅ = =∑







b 0 0 e
0 b 0 e
0 0 b e
 (A17) 
Repeating this operation with ( )   Tαh 0 0 , ( )  Tα0 h 0 , 
and ( )   Tα0 0 h , for 1, 2α = , successively, yields: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
18
3 10
1
18
3 11
1
18
3 12
1
     2 0
     2 0   ,    1, 2
      2 0.
T
i i
i
T
i i
i
T
i i
i
a a
a a
a a
α α
α α
α α
α
+
=
+
=
+
=
⋅ = =∑
⋅ = = =∑
⋅ = =∑







h 0 0 e
0 h 0 e
0 0 h e
  (A18) 
Combining Eqs. (A15-A18), it becomes obvious that: 
1 2 3 0.a a a= = =   (A19) 
This shows that vectors ( ),  1, ...,18i i =e  are linearly in-
dependent, and hence, they form a basis for the vector space 
of discretized displacements. 
Let us now assume that vector 
g
h  belongs to the kernel of 
 the stiffness matrix. This vector can be expanded in terms of 
the above base vectors as: 
18
1
.
g
i i
i
c
=
= ∑h e   (A20) 
Using Eq. (A14) together with Eq. (15) and orthogonality 
condition (10) yields: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
4 1, 13 2, 16
8 1, 14 2, 17
12 1, 15 2, 18
5 7 1, 13 1, 14 2, 16 2, 17
9 11 1, 14 1, 15 2, 17 2, 18
6 10 1, 13 1, 15 2, 16 2,
x I x I
y I y I
z I z I
y I x I y I x I
z I y I z I y I
z I x I z I x
c h c h c
c h c h c
c h c h c
c c h c h c h c h c
c c h c h c h c h c
c c h c h c h c h
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + ( ) 18
int .    1, ...,
I
c
I n
=
=
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0
 (A21) 
Evaluating the above equation at the intn  different Gauss 
points implies that: 
4 13 16
8 14 17
12 15 18
5 7
9 11
6 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
c c c
c c c
c c c
c c
c c
c c
= = =
= = =
= = =
+ =
+ =
+ =









 (A22) 
and hence: 
1 2 3 5 6 9
g
c c c c c c
− −
= + + + + + −
           
           
           
           
s 0 0 y z 0
h 0 s 0 x 0 z
0 0 s 0 x y . 
 
(A23) 
This reveals that the kernel of the stiffness matrix for the 
SHB6 element only consists of the usual six rigid body 
modes. It should be noted that this formulation of the SHB6 
element is valid for any set of intn  integration points lo-
cated along the same line 1 ,  ,3I I Iξ η ζ= = int1, ..., ,I n=
and comprising at least two Gauss points int( 2)n ≥ . In this 
case, Eq. (A23) clearly shows that only rigid body modes 
belong to the kernel of the stiffness matrix, and thus no rank 
deficiency is observed. 
A.3 Geometric stiffness matrix for buckling analysis 
In this appendix, the geometric stiffness matrix is derived 
for the SHB6 element. This geometric stiffness matrix Kσ  is 
to be added to the regular tangent stiffness matrix K  in a 
usual structural stability analysis; see Eq. (42), for instance. 
Recall that the geometric stiffness matrix originates from the 
linearization of the virtual work principle and is due to the 
nonlinear (quadratic) part of the strain tensor. In its continuum 
form, it reads: 
( ) ( ), :  :  .T Q
e e
δ δ d δ , d
Ω Ω
∆ = ⋅ ∆ Ω = ∆ Ω∫ ∫u u u u e u uσ σ ∇ ∇ σK
 (A24) 
Using the vector form of the stress tensor and the quadratic 
part of the strain tensor, respectively, Eq. (A24) can be rewrit-
ten as: 
( ) ( ), ,  Qδ δ d
e
Τ∆ = ⋅ ∆ Ω∫
Ω
u u e u uK σσ   (A25) 
where: 
 ,   
Q
xx
xx
Q
yy
Q
Qzz
Q Q
xy xy yx
Q Q
yz
Q Q
xz
xz zx
yy
zz
yz zy
e
e
e
e e
e e
e e
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ
= =
+
+
+
                            
eσ  (A26) 
and the components of the quadratic part of the strain tensor 
are given by: 
( )
3
, , , ,
1
.
Q
ij k i k j k i k j
k
e δ , u u u uδ δ
=
∆ = ∆ = ∆∑u u   (A27) 
Using the discrete form of the displacement gradient, as 
given in Eq. (13), one obtains: 
( )
( )
, ,
,, .
T T T
k i i i k i k
T T T
j j k j kk j
u h
u h
α α
α α
δ δ δ= + ⋅ = ⋅
∆ = + ⋅ ∆ = ⋅ ∆



b γ d B d
b γ d B d
 (A28) 
The components of the quadratic part of the strain tensor 
can then be discretized as: 
( ) ( )( )3
1
,
Q T T T Q
ij k i j k ij
k
e δ δ δ
=
∆ = ⋅ ⋅ ∆ = ⋅ ⋅ ∆∑u u d B B d d B d
where: 
1 1
2 2
3 3
,   ,   
T
i j
Q T
ij i j
T
i j
δ
δ δ
δ
∆
= = ∆ = ∆
∆
     
     
     
         
B B 0 0 d d
B 0 B B 0 d d d d
d d0 0 B B . 
 (A29) 
With these quadratic discrete gradient operators 
Q
ij
B , the 
contribution ( )Iζkσ  at Gauss point Iζ  to the overall 
geometric stiffness matrix is given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Q Q
I xx I xx I I yy I
Q Q Q
I zz I xy I xy I yx I
yy
zz
ζ σ ζ ζ σ ζ ζ
σ ζ ζ σ ζ ζ ζ
= +
+ + +
k B B
B B B
σ
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ).
Q Q
I yz I zy I
Q Q
xz I xz I zx I
yzσ ζ ζ ζ
σ ζ ζ ζ
+ +
+ +
B B
B B
The geometric stiffness matrix is finally obtained by Gauss 
integration as: 
( )int
1
.( ) ( )
n
I I I
I
Jω ζ ζ ζ
=
= ∑K kσ σ   (A30) 
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